News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke
Join us at the Writers Summit for launches of three new titles in the Living Archives
Series: Women Mentors/Mentoring Women; Women and Multi-Media; Performing
Women: Playwrights and Spoken Word Poets. This month, news from editor Penn Kemp,
Susan McCaslin on The Alfred Gustav Press; new members Sabysachi Nag, Banoo Zan,
Katherine Leyton, and Shannon Maguire; submission calls from Rattle, Caitlin Press, and
Room Magazine. Reviews of Could You Please, Please Stop Singing, by Sabyasachi Nag,
Songs of Exile, by Banoo Zan; All the Gold Hurts My Mouth, by Katherine Leyton;
MYRMURS: an exploded sestina, and fur(l) parachute, both by Shannon Maguire.
Here are my Upcoming Events for National Poetry Month 2016 and ON. Further
deets are up on www.pennkemp.wordpress.com. Thanks, as ever! Penn
Saturday, April 16, 2-4 p.m. The Garafraxa Café, 131 Garafraxa Street South (Highway
6), Durham ON N0G 1R0. National Poetry Month reading: “The Road” with Penn Kemp,
Daniel Kolos and Liz Zetlin. See http://poets.ca/npm/. Contact:
danielkolos123@gmail.com or Michelle and Kevin Bosse, 519-369-2175,
garafraxacafe@gmail.com.
Thursday, April 28 and May 5, 6:30-8:30 pm. Beacock Library, 1280 Huron St, London,
Ontario N5Y 4M2: (519) 451-8140. 2016 Creative Age Festival. National Poetry Month
Penn’s reading/workshops will be "The Road, The Path, The Way Not Taken: Writing
What If". “You inspired so many writers last year that we would love to have you back
again for the 2016 Creative Age Festival. Your Poetry is bound to inspire as always.”
Contact: Pauline Duncan-Thrasher, Community-Library Liaison,
pauline@beamazinglyyou.com.
Saturday, April 30. Authors for Indies Day, Oxford Book Shop, 262 Piccadilly Street,
London, N6A 1S4. Contact: Hilary bookorderprocessing@oxfordbookshop.com. Tel:
519-438-8336. www.oxfordbookshop.com, http://www.authorsforindies.com/.
During Poets in the Schools National Youth Arts Week, Penn is giving poetry classes in
London and Tillsonburg, ON sponsored by the League.
Tuesday, May 24, 7 - 8:30 pm. Penn is opening The Creative Aging Festival Showcase
concert. Wolf Hall, 251 Dundas St. London ON. Contact: June Cole,
diverse.arts@gmail.com.
https://www.facebook.com/CreativeAgeLondon/photos/a.181607875346967.1073741828
.181474082027013/545731032267981/?type=3&theater

http://www.davidzieroth.com

You can sign up to receive Rattle's daily poem by email - free! Just join the 6,000+ people
currently receiving our daily dose of poetry, including every poem we print and all-new poems
about current events.

Poets Respond | Deadline: Fridays
We continue to put poetry back in the news
with our Poets Respond series. Every Sunday,
and occasionally mid-week, we publish a poem
online that responds in some way to current
news. The results have been incredibly
moving, and demonstrate, I think, what's
missing in our media. To read almost 100

previous responses - including this week's - or
to submit your own, visit the Poets Respond
page by clicking here. It's a verse chronicle of
our times. Seriously, flip through the archives;
it's amazing what poets have done these last
two years.
Ekphrastic Poems | Deadline: Monthly
Poets continue to enjoy the writer's block-busting Ekphrastic Challenge. We provide a new source image
every month. The task is to write a poem in response to that image. Two winners receive $50 and
publication online. It's a fun excuse to make more poetry. That's the March image above, "Metamorphosis"
by Thomas Terceira. For more information, and to read all of the challenge winners,

2016 RYPA | Deadline: June 15th
We love putting together the Rattle Young Poets Anthology, and are continuing to publish
them every year, both to encourage young poets, and also to listen to their perspectives
on the world. The annual deadline coincides with the end of the school year, and the
2017 anthology will release this December. We're looking for poets age 15 or younger,
and have room to publish about 50 of them each year - help spread the word! Parents and
teachers can submit on behalf of their kids.

Adjunct Faculty | Deadline: April 15th
LAST CALL! The Fall 2016 issue will be
dedicated to non-tenure-track faculty. Over
65% of U.S. college faculty now work as
adjuncts, facing low wages, limited hours, and
high instability. We wanted to highlight their
writing, while also showing support for recent
efforts at gaining better treatment by the
university system. The poems themselves
don't have to be about teaching or this
situation - we want to explore the range of
work that adjuncts are creating. To send up to
four poems

Deadline: July 15th
We're starting to take entries for the 2016 Rattle Poetry Prize. We had so much fun last
year that we're sticking with it: 1st prize for best poem is still $10,000. Another $4,000
total will be going to the Readers' Choice runner-up and 10 finalists. It's one of the largest
prizes for a single poem in the world, and the entry fee is just a regular subscription
More from Rattle:
March 16, 2016
Dear Anne,
Thanks for remaining on our quarterly calls for submissions list! As a non-profit that thrives
entirely on unsolicited submissions, it's a very important way to help spread the word about the
special things we have going on.
Before I get to that, though, some brief news: Our spring issue has just released. It's 104 pages,
most of it dedicated to 31 contemporary feminist poets. The issue also features an insightful
conversation with Maggie Nelson, author of The Argonauts, and a solid but shorter-than-normal
open section with folks like Francesca Bell, Billy Collins, and William Trowbridge.
I'd also like to congratulate Jack Vian on winning the 2016 Neil Postman Award for Metaphor for
his loose haibun, "Musashi-san," which appeared in issue #47. The award earned him $1,000. All
regular submissions, whether themed or general, are automatically considered. So if you send us
something, send your best metaphors!
Anyway, scroll down to find our current calls for submissions, including the 2016 Rattle Poetry
Prize, which is now open for business, and still offering $10,000 for a single poem.
Our fall issue's Tribute to Adjuncts is closing soon, but beyond that the themes are up in the air,
so let me know if you have any suggestions. We're always looking for new groups and professions
to honor - remember, we don't feature subjects, just poets of a kind.
Last and definitely least, I have to throw in these links somewhere: If you do want to start
subscribing, visit our purchase page. See why over 7,000 people think is a good deal, et cetera.
Just $20 for four awesome issues and at least one award-winning chapbook per year. Hard to
beat that, unless you just don't like the poems. For a taste-test, check out today's: "More Than
This" by David Kirby.
But really, we're just as happy when you send some new poems or subscribe to the free daily
email. So do that.

"Boobs" hits shelves from Caitlin Press
At turns heartbreaking and hilarious, Boobs: Women Explore What It Means to Have Breasts is a diverse
collection of stories about the burdens, expectations and pleasures of having breasts.).

Call for Submissions
Caitlin Press is currently seeking submissions by Canadian women, including queer and transwomen, for the upcoming anthology on Canada’s immigrants. Deadline for submissions: June 30,
2016 (post-marked).

Plenitude Feature
DJ Fraser from Plenitude Magazine recently published an in-depth look at our new imprint, Dagger Editions,
dedicated solely to publishing queer women.

Betsy Warland, Nicola Harwood & others - Apr. 2 - BOOK LAUNCH @ Lost + Found Cafe, 7pm
Timothy Shay - Apr. 5 - Poetry Reading @ VPL Collingwood, 7pm

Our mailing address is:
Room Magazine
PO Box 46160, Station D
Vancouver, British Columbia V6J 5G5
Canada

Betsy Warland will be our feature interview in issue 39.4, so if you are in the Vancouver
area on April 2nd you could be a part of the launch of her latest book, Oscar of
Between: A Memoir of Identity & Ideas. Room collective members will be at the book
table. Stop by and say hello.

We also want to remind you that the call is out there for our open issue, 39.4 edited by
our new Managing Editor, Chelene Knight with the help of Assistant Editor, Jónína
Kirton. Issue 39.4 will feature work by broadcaster and novelist Jen Sookfong Lee, and
an interview with Betsy Warland. Send us your best poetry, art, fiction, and non-fiction
because we are reading until April 30th, and we think that's plenty of time for you to pull
something together! We eagerly await your submissions. Deadline: April 30, 2016.
Our Next themed issue is Food (40.1, edited by Kayi Wong and Rose Morris.): We eat
for survival, remedy, comfort, traditions, adventures, nostalgia, growth, gathering, and
love. We consume, crave, feast, forage, fast, share, and struggle. As women, our
relationship with food can be casual, blissful, or complicated. Writers and artists, share
your work that tell stories related to food—cooking, farming, hunger, consumption,
digestion, eating, and not eating. Deadline: July 31 2016.

Thanks for reading,
The Growing Room Collective

Review of Could You Please, Please Stop Singing, by Sabyasachi Nag (Oakville, On:
Mosaic Press, 2015) 119 pp.
This full length poetry collection is divided into Parts I-VI. A family dinner yields stories,
“greased, like the wheel / of a worn ritual.” (“Mamuda’s Fries”) He espies a crippled
woman (“The Terrace Garden”) recalls, as a seven-year-old, a ball game (“Sweat”), and
exclaims, “Oh memory!” (“The Recess”). There is the omnomatopeia of “cataclop,
cataclop”. Her voice was “almost a hiss snaking in the dark” (“Grandma Said”). There
are “breadcrumbs like tanks” and modifiers such as “scraggy”, “rifling” (“Lessons from a
Break-in”). There is a pattern or shaped poem (“The Run”)
In Part II, the poet establishes a public bathhouse door amid “whispers, guffaws”, an
uncommon symmetry”, an alien alphabet, lids, covers, sheets. (“The Castle of Covers”)
Cain and Abel (murdered by his brother) amid the lyrics of Freedom for San Syuki , a
Burmese leader, but who was long free (“Conversations with a Country Activist”).
The alternating left-and right-justified passages with an exact number of syllables (“From
this Teacup”) involves telling fortunes from the leaves. Note: “past” should be “passed”
A man in custody returns, to parents, grandmother, cousin, brother, friends. (“A City
House Help Returns Home”) The “dhol”, a barrel drum is used for celebration in a
shaped poem (“Train Traveling East”).
A poem about the riots in Bombay (December 1992 and January 1993 evolves into a riot
viewed through slats. The technique includes a repeated sense of rush, (six times), and
bloodlust: note the yellow star of Israel.The authentic diction of “yagna”, in Hinduism a
ritual sacrifice with a specific objective; and “ylang” a tropical Asian tree native perfume
oil enhance the poetry. (“Things We Say at Twenty”)
While “peristalsis” is the rippling movement of digestion (“reflux”), here the process is
associated with the 4Qing dynasty (1644-1911) and Chung , Jen, Yi, Li, Chi , as well as
an herbal extract spice, pharmaceuticals Zantac and other brand names (for indigestion)
Stray dogs mistreated by children are used for inhumane scientific experimentation (“At
the Doctor’s Clinic”); David Lehman’s poem “A Little History” was a source. An
adaptation from Chuang Tzu results in a scene of white-out winter, imprisoned, white,
red, gold, black, (“Sometimes Dream”).
In order to defy the laws of loss and perforated memory (in “Cremating Letters”), the
poet uses personification of “their cold slit– / throat covers” which are envelopes, burnt

words, and compared with burnt skin healing. There are some lines from Maxwell Maltz,
American cosmetic surgeon and author of Psycho-Cybernetics (“One More Poem for Z”)
Part III A new bride is merely biding her time her emotions are related to cooking
(therefore the cynical title: “Being the New Bride”). Alphonso is a mango melon in
India. The large arachnid (spider or spider-like) killing may generate a new life form in
reincarnation as totem for a new religion. (“The Grammar of Violence”) Thus, the need
for acid and spray gun.
Even unleavened bread can kill (“Fine Art”) He mentions, ironically, the treatment of
refugees, as in “send them back”, due to their uncivilized language. There are images of
“kohled eyes”, breast milk, and umbilical line (“The Spill”) Beer (in “Reasoning”) relates
with dharma (a key belief in Indian religions). There are more tea rituals, biryani is a
special dish, but his skins (man as men) are (in “The Rebuttal”) adultery, rape.
Can we rely on the peace which passes understanding? There are the steady shakes
(“Fillings”). A train station in disrepair; the water has: face, throat, echoes, and embrace.
(“Anecdote of a Well”) Note the raisin songs. (“Rice Pudding”) In “Two Photographs”,
the left-justified part I and right-justified past II appear to be family-focused landscape,
Father, and Mother. “Benarasi” refers to saris made and worn.
Part IV “The New Enemy” about a slum girl, compares “the hollow of her face” with
“the corner of my mouth”, the city personified. Of the country, there is an allusion from
An Explanation of America, by Lewis Pinsky. Bengali refugees, snake, heart-shaped oars
appear. (“Even in Venice”)
Shiva (of the Hindu Trinity representing destruction, transformation, and renewal),
Krishna, and the wheel are all important markers. (“Interpreting a Flag”) Newborns are
referenced. (“A Meaningless Poem”) There are the full circle of history and
reincarnation. (“Browning”) Lorraine, Annabelle, and the chronology of 10 a.m., 9 p.m.
and 2 a.m. serve to unify the poem. (“Counter-Intuition”)
The Mughal Empire or Mongol Indian Empire, British soldiers serving in North Africa,
architecture, and Indian cooking lead up to “his own chance to grill”. Bismilla is a
legendary Indian virtuoso. Sherwani is a men’s long jacket.(“Mughals á Volontaires”) In
“Fever” there are the red line on his wrists, a child ill, and the domestic scene. Hindu
idolatry, big-game hunting, and sepia photos. (“History Lessons in London”)
Amal, Bimal, and Indrajit are characters from a popular play, 1963. A series of found
poems were fashioned from the titles of books which may never have existed (“Lost City
from Books That Might Have Existed”), (pp. 58 -63) The lists of ingredients are: Amal,
legendary Communist leader, Kamal, Bimal Sen (family) with “Ebong Indrtajit” (a wellknown play). The poet adopts technical language and terms, such as cartography,
effleurage, petrissage, tapotement (“Manual of the Masseuse”) from a complete portal on
alternate therapies.

For Part V, in “Of Sharks”, roots are important but souls resemble shark tails. Land
sharks with numbers and laws are to be feared. A baker is observed striking himself with
a blade. (“Confession at a Calcutta Bakery”) A calendar poem about the poet’s father
deals with the passage of time, using the chronology of 1975, 1980, 2000, 2005, 2010,
and 2014. (“Wheels”)
An elegy “Brother, In Memoriam” credits him with an implicit code, “better burned than
buried”, the incense taken over. The father’s COPD in his final days resembles choking
by the holy and polluted rivers Ganga and Yamuna. (“Rivers from Childhood”) A
respectful greeting “namaste” means “I bow to the divine in you”. The heart chakra is
evoked. (“August 4, Midnight”) Of a boy’s shoe laces, “I want to...noose them”.
(“Absent”) Phoolan Devi the “Bandit Queen” was an Indian bandit and later a Member of
Parliament. Kali is the Goddess of Creation. (“Dying Rules”)
The poet observes a mortal’s fate, though a lawmaker. A menage á trois concerns
atrophy, coalescence, and morphing into “this third” of history, genealogies, morality.
(“This Third”) Moonshine is blonde. A line from William Wordsworth and another line
from James Wright are woven into the poem to allude to both “The French Revolution”
and “I was Afraid of Dying”, respectively. The mob fears dying and this scene compared
with paintings by Matisse and Yves Klein “Untitled”. (“Supper in Time of Flu”)
The Ganga or Ganges is a sacred river. However, Ganga and Gowri a mother goddess
are the two wives of Shiva. The goddess idols, they are celebrated as wives, hence “at
the wedding”. (“Brief History of a Hand”) The poem as found painting contains
anecdotes, the markings are unremarkable, reduced to “repeating the same phrases”.
(“What Happens After Death”)
The metaphor of a wedding photograph of zigzags, split frame, angles, corners leads to a
realization “Her nips stand firm”, desire, and heads full of flowers. (“What the
Photographer Can’t Get”) A train station, solarium, and trapped bee are the microcosm
for “another continent”. (“The Thread”) The title poem is about a material girl busker and
the cycles of karma. Some lines are adapted from Hemingway, in Men Without Women.
In Part VI the graffiti “Get Lost” and Morse code prompt the “not lost” poet. (“The New
Immigrant Walks to Work”) Language is another God. (“Dogs Know”) The poet uses
butterflies as a metaphor for mortality. He asks “Who doesn’t deserve dying?” (“Who
Dies from Touching?”) The new immigrant is touched. (“One Way to Keep the Soul”)
The metaphor for you is a white sheet, while the other is “I am a finger”. (“Autism”)
Fruit in mid-summer appears “gold, green, red” but “senescent” means to grow old. The
apples remind him of “how the sun tanned their souls”. A tree is “limp” while his
childhood “unfinished”, but “from another continent.” (“Another Apple Tree”) Free
people should not behave obsequiously. They are compared to an evil regime, the
damage, which requires repair. (“The Ants”) Pruning improperly leads to “dead wrong”.
Further, “Roses burning, all roses burning / –roses all burning, all roses, but the dead.”
(“What We Don’t Have Right Now”)

Parvati is the Hindu goddess of fertility, love, and devotion. She is the wife of the Hindu
god Shiva, the destroyer and regenerator. The goddess of wealth and prosperity,
Lakshmi’s name comes from the Samskrit root meaning to perceive. There are some lines
from Tennyson’s “Ulysses”.(“Beyond Seasons”) Saraswati is goddess of learning, music,
and the arts. The three-in-one goddess is represented with the reminder of a third eye.
A train traveler becomes “the bull’s eye / the hot shot”, with “his face cocked towards the
sky”. (“The Nature of Anxiety”) An exiled king, chasing new gods is not a reasonable
alternative. (“Philology of Fear”) The poet contemplates his son at puberty. (“Thirteen
Tonight”) The K-Mart racks are rearranged to accommodate mythology under British
occupation as Lord Ram replacing Buddha. (“Seedless Avocado”). Afghan sideburns of a
taxi driver prompts a discussion of suicide, “the gravy of your victim hood”. (“Talking
Terror”) Asylum seekers prompt sobbing. Cipher, parenthesis, and television reruns are
“just history repeated”. (“One Tune Juke”)
Sita is the central female character of a Hindu epic “Ramayana”. Draupadi is a “fireborn” daughter in the Hindu epic Mahabharata. She was the shared wife of Pandavas and
was saved by Krishna. The 2012 Delhi gang rape turned on the accusation that the
women were to be blamed, “because girls are responsible for rape”. Suzette Jordan,
herself a gang-rape survivor, was a prominent women’s rights activist and anti-rape
campaigner. Minister Banerjee is whose party was elected in the 2011 state assembly
elections. The concluding lines are from the title of a Wallace Stevens’ poem.
The Mumbai train bombings on the Suburban Railway killed two hundred commuters
and injured seven hundred other commuters. The poet uses the imperative, “Clean
up...Cleanup, clean up.” (“Over a Barbecue on the 11th of July”) The Broadway god, the
fuzz of faith, and lazars from high school chemistry are all capable of skewering “gods
and ghosts in the slow motion”. (“Alien Crossing”) The setting of Lake Erie is replete
with “copper paratroopers”. (“I Saw the White Moon Melt”) In “The Cherry Tree”, the
poet reveals, “you find the dying, out of reach.” The train ride is “pregnant with
portents”. (“Train to Trenton”) The moon as “a busted lapdog” and the mere “concept of
a bloody moon” leads to the realization, “Repetition is a form of story telling”.
(“Wellness, Waterloo”) However, the conclusion is “There is no arguing a story, or the
manner it’s remembered”.
Like fruit, “we too are branded”: “in segments, without residue,/ like some sage concept
of perfection?” (“Buying Apples”) In the final poem, the scene is “the shop, the café, the
parking lot”. At closing, “the coffee / shot like a rifle down the sink.”
The poetry collection offers a section of “Notes” for further references. However, some
of the titles and the pagination are different.
Nag was born in Calcutta, India, and he is the author of a previous poetry collection,
Bloodlines (Bengal, Calcutta: Writers Workshop, 2006).

Review of Songs of Exile, by Banoo Zan (Toronto: Guernica Press, 2016) 134 pp.
paper.
The rhetorical structure and heightened diction in this collection is adapted from the
Rubaiyat and The Mathnavit, by Moulana Rumi. Zan writes about one of the heroines of
the Shahnameh, the Book of Kings, or The Epic Kings, by Firdawsi. The story told from
the woman’s point of view, reminds me of "The Little Prince" who is revealed to be a
woman (a book which my great-aunt gave me as a gift). “Gord-Afarid”, the title of the
poem, is the woman warrior and “Sohrab” is the man who asks her to marry him.
However, he is rejected, due to the war between the Turks and Iranians. “Yalda” is a
poem based on the Persian Winter Solstice celebration; “Miltra”, the Sun God, and the
Iranian flag.
In “Illicit Philosophy”, Zan uses “ou”, from the Persian, the non-gender specific thirdperson pronoun for both “she and “he”. The poem “Ana-Hagh” (“I am the Truth”) is
bravely defined as one of the titles of Allah. The statement was made by a Persian mystic,
who was tortured. “Arash” (the archer) deals with a border war between the Iranians and
the Turanians. In “Mother” dedicated to Masaoumeh Mazaheri”, she reflects, “I am the
woman / you were in the past.” A companion poem “Baba” is about her father Parviz
Ghanbaralizadeh and his reading of the Koran. “Azan” (the Muslim call to prayer) is
relocated to a Toronto streetcar, but not without the Muslim ritual ablution before prayer,
and "Bibal", an emancipated slave, as companion to Mohammed. “Sister” is for Zahra
Ghanbaralizadeh, about how “to stone amnesia”. “Combat Pilot” is dedicated to an
Iranian combat pilot in the Iran-Iraq War, 1980-1988. “The Orgy” is based on the month
of Ramadan called “God’s feast”. Note: God is female, the prophet transformed as “Her
equal”. “Payam-dar” (“messenger” in Persian) reaches the age of maturity, and then
receives the first word of revelation, to “read or recite”. Her Hallaj, then she “would outMacbeth / God.” (“Let me paint you with my colour”). “Shahadah” deals with the
Muslim testimony of faith. Allah and Jehovah meet. “Nowruz” is the Iranian New Year,
March 20th. The action takes place on the first month of the Iranian calendar. “Tata”
(“isiXhosa” means father) is dedicated to Nelson Mandela and alludes to another tribute
poem by Maya Angelou. Another source is "Ahmad Shamlou for Jalal Al-e Ahmad",
translated by Zan. Other words are: “Namaz” (Persian for prayer), “vasl” (union Arabic
and Persian); “Ghhosl” (ablution before Muslim prayer), “sojood” (prostrating); “tavaf”,

(circling) “ghiams” (standing up). “Allah” (who is beautiful and loves beauty).
“Execution” is dedicated to a woman who was executed for her act of self-defence.
”Ebadat” (a prayer) is about God who has a womb and the female dervish.
In the poem “Iran” she cross-references the name of the country, “motherland”, with a
feminine first name. In the same poem, she compares rape, incest, invasion, terror to how
her country has been mistreated. This is another example of how she draws on the
Persian epic Shahnameh, "Rostam" the epic hero, "Tahmina" his wife. She is pregnant
and abandoned. Their son "Sohrab" seeks his father but is killed by him. “Adat”
(“Habit”) uses the third-person singular non-gender specific pronoun in Persian (both
“she and “he”; “”her” and “his”).
There is incremental repetition of “Cold-fire”, “Cold weather”, Cold-feather”, “Cold –
country”, and “Ice-fire”, all modifiers, in a continuing poem “Phoenix” I-IV. In II, “Fire”
replaces “Cold”, such that “feather”, “melted”, “roasted”, “frightened”, “brightened”
become the modifiers. In III, “phoenix” is personified as “alone”, “fair”, “brave”, and so
on, before directly addressing the symbol of immortality. However, it is qualified as “you
are the most / immortal” (“immortal” is a superlative). Her book The Phoenix was subtitled Life and Works of Sylvia Plath (2010).
The poems of “Words” I-V begin with a simultaneous translation of love (or, in this
instance, the lover) as the universal language. He ponders “is”” and “-isms”, paradoxical
past / future, yourself and “in me”. III addresses “Oh, Word”, and “non-verbal blood”. A
line from “Macbeth” appears, before “My consonants / vowel/ poetry”. IV offers
personification of “crawling”, alchemy. IV reduces the persona of the poet to “I am a
word / in your lexicon” and she embraces exile. In “Exile Train”, she realizes, “I am so
you / I am pure me”.
Separation is defined by intimate acts; directions appear to meet, as both journey and
centre, all paradoxes. (“The Train”) “Threshold” is related with philosophy, stasis /
growth. The philosopher, religion, and desire are all described in terms of their opposites,
including “your phallus / turning into my womb”. (“Rape”) “Acid Attack” also alludes to
“bring raped by you”. “Masks” need to be exchanged, suggesting a change in identities
rather than self-revelation.
“The Last Temptation” refers to kindness. In “Post-Colonial” we come across “the story
of all elements, / un-elemental” in addition to “love” / “not in love”. The refrain is “The
sky in your eyes”. In “Socrates”, the speaker is in the first person voice, “My life is my
dialogue”, “my Plato”; “I am not” and “I am”. In the poem “Assimilation”, “Poems are
writing themselves”. The refrain is “Beware”.
In “Prometheus”, the poet addresses “Your” and “You”, but then shifts to “my
prophecy”, “I am your Titan”. In “Athena”, the poet addresses the goddess of love,
declaring “every man is a woman”. However, “Every author is a woman / and every
woman is her text”. The approach is in keeping with the overall blurring of boundaries.
In “Oedipus” the speaker says she is “your descendent”, yet “I am no Antigone”.

“Home Land” expresses exile “beyond words”. In “The Moon”, the poet is fond of
“language nudes metonymy”, “a synecdoche”, “archetypes”, and “rhythms”, all elements
of the poetry. While darkness “is unambiguous”, the title “Dark Light” leads to confusion
and is ambiguous. In “The Tree of Heaven”, “her leaves”, “her sap”, “her roots” sift to “I
and “we”. “Freedom Fighter” marks love as “you are the eternal dictator”, then repeats
the thought with “Love, / I am the eternal dictator–“. By allusion to Hamlet, she meets
more freedom fighters. (“Mutability”)”Immigrant” contains criticism “Coward” and
“You should have stayed / and died.”
The daughter declares “I am the cancer” in a poem about her father. (“Baba”) She
intones, “Sister, / Oh, sister!” (“sister”) “Ma’soumeh” is about her mother, “she is love”.
She compares love and hate, “allophones of the same phoneme”, while “homophones”
are divided by heredity and environment. (“Mother”) The motherland of her country,
Iran”, concludes, “I am Woman / with History”, playing on the “his”. She also mocks
heroes who have slain the young and the old, especially the image of an “erection”.
“Earth” offers “no armistice!” “Moment” combines written history “by those / with no
stories” and a creation mythology. Again “No stories!” in the poem “Non-Narrative”.
She blends “parentheses” with “margins. (“Toronto 2012")
She writes about “the smile of poetry”, in a poem dedicated to Kate Marshall Flaherty.
Poems are playfully criticized (“This poem is selfish”). In “No!” blood and ink are
compared. “The Activist and the Passivist” (not Pacifist) are agents of opposition. “What
Am I About” offers “I am prose”, while the sky is “lines of poetry”. “The Journey” asks
rhetorically, “Do you need more blood?” In the Poet’s Harem”, personification of
abstractions depict “poetry is: // a failure”. In “Birth”, the world is personified. In “Battle
of Books”, she references Hitler’s Mein Kampf, “My Struggle” and adds “was not mine
kampf” a pun. “I die for you, I live for me” is associated with “Vahdat” (unity) and
Kethrat (unity). “Encounter” offers “You are a godless / shrine”. “Friend” prepares, “You
make words / a different colour”. “Who” reveals how “she hid behind syntax”. “The
Story” is personified, “I have to let it / write itself/ in another book”.
“The Mirror Soliloquy” is a long goodbye. “Letter to God” is about Charlie Hebo, a
French satirical magazine and target of a terrorist attack. ”Farewell” is an ode or
lamentation. A poem to Mansooreh, another sister, concludes the collection. “Encounter”
and “I die for you, I live for me” were written for her proofreader. ”Your Smile” was for
an earlier reader of her manuscript.
Zan is a translator, teacher, editor, and poetry event organizer in Toronto. The Song of the
Phoenix: Life and Works of Sylvia Plath by Zan was published in Iran in 2010. She hosts
Poetry Night, a reading series, which together diverse contributors.

Banoo Zan

Review of All the Gold Hurts My Mouth, by Katherine Leyton (Fredericton: Goose
Lane Editions, 2016) from proofs.
A feminist message opens the collection:
A female human being is born out of her mother’s fair body, branded with a
strange, plague-tainted name, and let go; and lives a while and dies. But before
she dies she awakes. There is a pain that goes with it. (Mary MacLane, “I Await
The Devil’s Coming”)
The other source about memory and its shifting scenery “like a diorama” is from George
Eliot, the novelist born Mary Ann (later Marian) Evans, author of the novel
Middlemarch.
The title poem contains the book title within a scene of wheat fields personified “wave/
their cinders.” (“Country Drive”, p. 16) A self-reflexive speaker: “On Facebook. / On
Instagram”, offers documentary evidence, whether in “empty foyers” or intimations of
death. Like a new man, God appears at The Gap. (“Advertisements”); Google and a
would-be invasive cellphone camera beget a concrete or pattern poem (“Search”) with
television and pay-per-view. The female body a palace, “where he broke all the
furniture”. (p. 14) Appetite fuels the photographer as well as the object. (“Photograph”)
The woman’s body is apparently worshipped, until she decides to “douse the hives”.
(“Bees”) “The County” is a longer poem in three segments. Light lingers, until black is
personified and “gathers”. (p. 18) In ii. “movies” figure prominently, she records her
memory as a child. in iii. the predators are windshield, car, fox, while prey were bird and
rabbit. (p. 20)
She dances with the past (“Rotate”) the dead repeat themselves. The grand piano of a
movie Pretty Woman now “chills”. (p. 21) The record player, radio, and DJ prompt, “and
my other rises”, a ghostly spectre. (“Frequencies”, p. 22)
There are five parts to “Letter For You”. In i. she compares lusty truck-drivers to her
lover, “Sauvage” is what she was called. Her sense of emptiness, “So I shed my clothes //
and climb on top of you, / trying to find her.” (p. 24) She was compared to Anna
Karenina, a tragic Russian heroine who committed suicide. She calls, “som eone[sic],

stop us.” (p. 26) She turns away. “The Misogynist” is a prose poem. At night, a woman
covets women on the street. She espies men as intruders, outside, “malicious and silent”;
her defence strategy adapted from the movie “Home Alone”. By day, other men work for
her, as gardener, contractor. (p. 28) A blonde dog (not woman)“retriever” and gutting
fish, and online dating are one man’s pastimes. (“Father’s Son”) The forest “shuffling
off” avoids shotguns. (“AstroCottage”) Declarations of psychopathy are mingled with
violence. (“Small City”) A woman seeks “oven warmth and rising” from her lover,
before they disagree about marriage (in “Curiosity”, which references “Nighthawks”, a
painting by Edward Hopper). A woman retains only a small part of her brain as her own.
(“King West: Brian”) A woman’s self-awareness is tested, “if she’s an American Apparel
// mannequin” or merely learning about her body. (“Trinity Bellwoods Park: Girl”, p. 35)
John Leslie, an ex-porn star, who was referenced in the euphemistically 2012
documentary “After Porn Ends”, ruminates. (“Liberty Village: Sepehr”); memories “even
now, even still. (“Love, Montreal”, p. 37)
A woman appears on a beach. (“Women-Only Beach, Porto Marina, Egypt”) amid
“working men”. A wife wears “a fresh cake of make-up”. (“Private Tours. Rome”, p. 39)
A fable of wedding, childbirth, and a photo of a peacock is related. (“Lower Forms of
Life”) The poem “You And I in This House” is a dialogue or meditation, in which “doors
unhinge themselves”. She imagines spirits, pornographic traffic signs, and her own body
“comes / and kneels down to me. / I wish it would leave me alone.” (p. 43) She regrets
the script (parts i to xiii) “All night / it’s only us two.” (p. 44) Men prefer to ogle their
smartphones, in a bar of pallbearers. (“Beaut”, an ironic title, p. 46) Young men are “on
MDMA” a psychoactive drug. She concludes, “One of them looks at me / like I’m a
piece of sky./Then shuts his eyes.” In “Instagram, a family tableau results in “not nice”
feelings and actions. There is a form of morality but through abstraction, “Shame springs
from nice, / a prickly beast.” The poet fumbles, with self-recrimination, “So you heart
everything, / like a dumb beast”, absorbing blame. (p. 48) This is psychological warfare.
She masturbates “which I chose with malice.” (“Victims”, p. 49) The verve of “women
hum to drown their hunger” on the factory floor (“Body”, p. 51) which is composed from
images in the media and in a painting. Section iii deals with “Le Signal de l’ángoisse”,
the poet “first viewed in 2008 at the Scottish National Gallery of Art, Modern Two, in
Edinburgh, where it still hangs.” (p. 59). Both individuals “are, in a way, fucking us,
filling us.” (p. 52) She may be “too intelligent for God” but still wishes for redemption.
(“Witness”, p. 54) Indeed, “Her mind went long before / her body.” (“Margaret Hannah”,
p. 55) In “Photograph of Mother”, she opines, “the women worn right through.” (p. 56)
Ironically, the oncologist is the one who “has black sockets for eyes.” (“Cancer”, p. 57)
Orion (a movie, a constellation, and a god) lurks. Skeletons accompany her. (“The
Council”)
Leyton has previously published in many places, among them The Malahat Review,
Hazlitt, the Globe and Mail, and the Edinburgh Review. She was Writer-in-Residence at
the Al & Eurithe Purdy A-Frame, in the summer of 2014. She has earned a living as a
bartender, tour guide, porn writer, and library assistant.

Review of MYRMURS: an exploded sestina, by Shannon Maguire, drawings by
David Bateman (Toronto: BookThug,, 2015) 123 pp. paper.
At one level the poetry is inventive, playful, and resistant to meaning; at another level it
is deeply philosophical and difficult, even challenging. The poet relies on texts and cross
texts as an act of resistance, used for dishonourable military discharges, geographical ant
mutations, discrimination, scientific and societal cruelty. This extends to languages other
than English, with appropriate fonts, an extensive list of "Some References for Further
Reading", Notes, and Acknowledgements.
The text was edited for press by Erin Mouré from a thesis for an MFA in Creative
Writing, at University of Guelph. An advisor was Dionne Brand and reader Smaro
Kamboureli. Moré's My Beloved Wager: Notes from a Writing Practice was edited by
Kamboureli for NeWest Press. Anne Carson's translation of Fragments of Sappho, is
running backwards from "Letters Z, Y, X, W, V, without the original Greek, but is
sincere imitation. In If Not, Winter, Carson wrote: "On Papyrus roll the text was written
in columns without word division, punctuation, or lineation." Imagine, if you will, the
craft of not only translation but improvisation and authorial authentic voice.
Despite its title the poems in this section "Letters: Z" also follow the script.
"Myrmecophyte" is a plant that lives in association with a colony of ants. There are over
100 different genera of myrmecophytes. These plants possess structural adaptations that
provide ants with food and/or shelter. An epiphyte is a plant that grows harmlessly upon
another plant (such as a tree) and derives its moisture and nutrients from the air, rain, and
sometimes from debris accumulating around it.
Given Name ESKARNE. GENDER: Feminine. USAGE: Basque. Meaning & History:
means "mercy" in Basque. It is a Basque equivalent of Mercedes. "Incorrigible":
Algernon Charles Swinburne, who wrote "The Complaint of Love", "Toward whom I
look as looks the sunflower", in an ode to Death, a metaphysical construct. also "So if I
sleep not in my soft strait bed / I may look up and see my sunflower", not coincidentally a
double sestina. "The Mortician in San Francisco" from Breakfast with Thom Gunn, is
another sestina about Mayor Harvey Milk and shooter Dan White, one of us a Castro
queer. "In the end, he committed suicide, this Dan White./ And he was made presentable
by a queer."
Rudyard Kipling's "Sestina of the Tramp-Royal" reveals "Therefore, from job to job I’ve
moved along." About road rash, "Andy walks with us, Andy talks with us, Christian
invocation of God, "He walks with us, and talks with us", a hymn, for the source of the
title (p. 63) but slips in Wikipedia on the Andy Mercer Reformatory, part of penal history.
Dante Alighieri, Sestina of the Lady Pietra degli Scrovigni", was translated by Gabriel
Rosseti, one of the Pre-Raphaelites, as "I wooed her in a field that was all grass". In
"Noise" (pp. 66-67) English, Latin, and French words forms are about "languages
nesting" an alternate and imaginative faux glossary. Nothing but Brush Strokes, by
Phyllis Webb, was edited by Kamboureli and The Vision Tree: Selected Poems, was
edited by Sharon Thesen.

A sestina (Old Occitan: cledisat [klediˈzat]; also known as sestine, sextine, sextain) is a
fixed verse form consisting of six stanzas of six lines each, normally followed by a threeline envoi. The poet also alludes to "Forage Sestina", "Bilingual Sestina", by Julia
Alvarez, and Elizabeth Bishop's "Sestina".
Melissa Jacques has written: "Erin Mouré's poetry is fragmented, meta-critical and
explicitly deconstructive. Folding everyday events and ordinary people into complex and
often irresolvable philosophical dilemmas, Mouré challenges the standards of
accessibility and common sense. (http://www.uwo.ca/english/ canadianpoetry/
cpjrn/vol47/jacques.htm)
In any case, apart from that, the ‘knotted space, a fold, folding’ is still the way I think of a
poem, and I still think that wherever we talk about structure (and we must), we butt up
against the issue of privilege, of who stands where in the social order, and how this order
enacts us as we enact it.—Erin Mouré, "The Anti-Anaesthetic" Open Letter 2 (1995): 1324. cited in The Indignity of Speaking: the Poetics of Representation in Erin Mouré’s
"Seebe", by Melissa Jacques.
One theme is Solitudes Crowded with Loneliness. There are a variety of approaches to
reading this collection. The obvious choice is sequentially which can cause a bit of
confusion, since the straightforward approach can become perplexing. The intent is to
express resistance, which certainly is (s)played out. However, each of the poems also can
be broken down, re-jigged, hoisted up, and shaken out afresh. The Table of Contents
contains the chief subjects of noise, letters, pleasure, crowd, volume, incorrigible, and
finally tornada. Within each of these, there are more than one incantation or iteration. For
example, "Noise" reappears with six versions or segments. "Pleasure" weighs in with six.
The allusions and illusions prompt further academic study, since there are nearly three
pages of references or "secondary sources" as we used to call them. Others are hiding in
plain sight, a "where's waldo" or secret shopper of sorts, games (wo)manship.
There are the unconventional female non-breeder, streetwalkers (the oldest profession;, a
Métis female, minor as sex-worker, the curfew. The circular dance results in a round of
"left foot" in 1897 and 1997, followed invariably by a sparing use of right foot.
("CLAMOROUS", cacaphony).
In "Noise (Additive)", a case study Myrmecology (/mɜːrmᵻˈkɒlədʒi/; from Greek:
μύρμηξ, myrmex, "ant" and λόγος, logos, "study") is the scientific study of ants, a branch
of entomology.
Tetramorium spE identifies pavement ants pavement ant (Tetramorium spE) although it
is common, scientists have yet to give this species a real name; workers push out of their
nests with a mission.
This refers to ecosystem, anglophone. In "Letters", the environment shifts from
Qu'Appelle's, Assiniboine, Hudson Bay, Winnipeg, the Red River. Man/animal, the she

on her route, fruiting subway train. "Letters" are revisited in baroque circumstances, a
gold miner's daughter, her dad, he's dead, and her efforts described in the negative:
increasingly missed, fingerless, stories never published. (p. 29)
Leafcutter ants, a non-generic name, are any of 47 species of leaf-chewing ants belonging
to the two genera Atta and Acromyrmex.
The interaction between humans and insects, an analogy of female ants to humans, is
only the beginning of the herstory odyssey, in part, comprised of parables, anti- or
pseudo-science; preoccupations with systemic "explosions" or expositions of form, and
consciously scrambled meanings.
The epigraph on seeds (& fruits) alludes to "The Fruit Machine" a series of tests based on
vocabulary, the so-called "normal" words and "homosexual" words, in order to detect
sexual orientation by measured physical responses. The contexts are prepositions "of",
"by", and "for"; while comparatives are "like" (five in all), see: "Volume".
The first line of "Pleasure" which is identified as the inspiration for the line drawings
offers an anatomy. The rest of said poem compares "awake" states with "asleep" states,
the diurnal round of our experiences in our everyday lives, but heightened here. This
binary exhausts itself over four pages, with pronouns "we" or "our" in union and "they
standing in (pp. 13-16); "you" as other or self-referential. There are poets, boy / girl
rather than same-sex partners, yet "we broke/ by mistake as we split ourselves", an
asexual form of reproduction.
One of the roles of nouns is to decline, a playful use of grammar, but a particular noun,
plural ocelli [oh-sel-ahy] (Show IPA) 1. is a type of simple eye common to invertebrates,
consisting of retinal cells, pigments, and nerve fibers. 2. an eyelike spot, as on a peacock
feather.
See: "Crowd (Thwarted)". Omens are replaced by scientific evidence, but only
momentarily; a test pattern is a conduit for various other patterns. There are a multiplicity
of identities, disguises, genders, fish scales, and inveterate grammars thrown into the mix.
Structure determined by the colony. ("Volume (Rot Hole)"). In WHEAT QUALITY &
CARBOYHYDRATE RESEARCH, the peak time is the time needed for the curve to
reach maximum dough consistency. (p. 20)
Another variation on "Pleasure" with a second series of awake and asleep verses (pp. 31,
32, 35, 36) alternates with a second "Incorrigible", this time with images "eyes closed".
Thus, we have encountered stockyards and packing houses (meat production) and
peasants strolling on city streets. "[S]creeching antecedent mouths that shaped vocal
script hoarse" is still upending the "ant".
Velma Demerson (born 1920) is a Canadian who was imprisoned, in 1939, in the
Province of Ontario, for being in a relationship with a Chinese immigrant. There are
pictures of Velma Demerson, as a young woman, her first husband, Harry Yip, and her

young son from the cover of her book, entitled Incorrigible. Therefore, she is "no longer
Canadian, / not Chinese either." (p. 38) There are free online dating sites, adorned with a
fibreglass moose, more or less "complete with removable antlers." (p. 39) Hence, the
magnetic susceptibility of a ferromagnetic material is positive having... a magnetic field,
the magnetic field lines tend to crowd into the substance, in physics. (p. 40)
"Noise" [2] results in "hope. a limit. against which. organisms." (p. 44) "Letters" [3] deals
with hegemony, in pairs of three lines, each set side-by-side, in a pleasing arrangement.
(p. 45) An anternet is the precursor to an obsession with collective defensive; foraging
habits, leaf-eating, task decisions; of ants in devil's gardens, herbivory. These
Amazonian, invasive, harvesters present characteristics of mutualism with symbiosis,
myrmecophytes, hierarchy, ecology, not to mention time-travelling and feminism. Some
of the contexts are: LBQT community, The Canadian War on Queers, and a life-long
poem: Completed Field Notes, by Robert Kroetsch.
"Crowd (Experiment)" and ("Asymmetric") form the internal, sentence's zigzag, modified
end-words, and dictionary to: Tower Lake, College Street. Urban cement occurs amid a
pastiche of dandelions, bluebells, rhubarb, wild strawberries.
"Volume" is a long poem in several segments, on the theme of swelling (fruits). With
sand and mud, flooding personal archives, until "She was there / Then she was gone", but
only after two women (close) folding laundry. The result is an epiphyte plant that grows
harmlessly upon another plant (such as a tree) and derives its moisture and nutrients from
the air, rain, and sometimes from debris accumulating around it.
Birth, embryo, baby, midwives along with "Her mother.../Tiny perfect body" every
citizen a swan, instead of a soldier a risk to civilians. This leads to "a string of feminine
endings." In music a codetta (“little coda”) is a brief conclusion, a dominant–tonic
cadence at the end of the exposition, that may be repeated several times for emphasis.
In "Noise" we encounter aphorisms of Henri Bergson, who was a major French
Philosopher, and Jakob Johann Baron von Uexküll, a Baltic German biologist who
worked in the fields of muscular physiology, animal behaviour studies, and the
cybernetics of life. There is a serial or exploded sestina, herein related to a sonogram.
Poems collate into poetic entity, the joints are uneven, strange & varied poetic forms. (p.
82)
"Pleasure" exit, desire, memory, ever & ever, only an index. (p. 85) "Incorrigible" coffee,
with straight female friend, is decidedly not a perfect match. Bi-femme date through dialin service in free weekly. ("Night off!" series) Then, Letters "Dear L" about Remedios
Varo Uranga, who was a Spanish-Mexican para-surrealist painter and anarchist. She was
born María de los Remedios Alicia Rodriga Varo y Uranga, in Anglès, a small town in
the province of Girona, Spain, in 1908. Leonora Carrington OBE was an English-born
Mexican artist, surrealist painter, and novelist. She lived most of her adult life in Mexico
City, and was one of the last surviving participants in the Surrealist movement of the

1930s. Their friendship began in exile, "a letter's channels", that exile just another exile,
grief's channels. (p. 89)
Ants harvest from their herds of bugs, it's a kind of husbandry. The "Letters" English
syntax moves into the yellow clintonia. (p. 94) "Crowd" as female & continuous, "to act,
do make" (p. 95); if she loved a man on Saturday, a series of women, & her mother, she
escaped drowning. (p. 96) "Incorrigible" is based on "The Love Song of Jenny Lear", by
Jay Macpherson. The poem was published in the first issue of Alphabet in September
1960. Giorgio Agamben is an Italian philosopher best known for his work investigating
the concepts of the state of exception, form-of-life and homo sacer. The concept of biopolitics informs many of his writings.
In "Volume" the word "ayoskanak" is in the Online Cree Dictionary; "su craobh" in
Russian; "la frambuesa" in Spanish. "Pleasure" (Sixes & Sevens) is associated with "at
sixes and sevens" which is a British English idiom used to describe confusion or disarray.
Ukiyo-e, or ukiyo-ye (浮世絵, Japanese: [u.ki.jo.e], means "pictures of the floating
world"), a genre of art that flourished in Japan from the 17th through 19th centuries.
During the Edo Period (1615-1868), a uniquely Japanese art form developed and is
known as ukiyo-e, or "pictures of the floating world." A Buddhist concept, ukiyo
originally suggested the sadness (uki) of life (yo).
Elaiosomes (Greek élaion "oil" and sóma "body") are fleshy structures that are attached
to the seeds of many plant species. The elaiosome is rich in lipids and proteins, and may
be variously shaped. Many plants have elaiosomes that attract ants, which then take the
seed to their nest and feed the elaiosome to their larvae.In "Noise" a body female &
continuous, her ants snap if lines'/responsive bodies. (p. 107) "Incorrigible letters" (p.
109)
In Old Occitan literature, a tornada (Occitan: [turˈnaðɔ, tuʀˈnadɔ], Catalan: [turˈnaðə,
toɾˈnaða]; "turned, twisted") refers to a final, shorter stanza (or cobla) that appears in
lyric poetry and serves a variety of purposes within several poetic forms. The word
tornada derives from the Old Occitan in which it is the feminine form of tornat, a past
participle of the verb tornar ("to turn, return"). It is derived from the Latin verb tornare
("to turn in a lathe, round off").
The flow and overflow of eyikos, this "Noise Crowd" expresses dis-orientation,
subsequent interrogation, tongues, and "Pleasure-Volume" grinds on awake / asleep, a
binary series "ants on six legs, sestinas on six words"; "ants algorithms sestinas", "ants
return seeds", "sestinas return echoes to poems". (p. 112)
Review of fu(l)parachute, by Shannon Maguire (Toronto: BookThug, 2013) 112 pp.
paper.
Concrete, pattern, or shape poetry is an arrangement of linguistic elements in which the
typographical effect is more important in conveying meaning than verbal significance. It
is actually quite ancient (from the time of Christ) but, since the seventeenth-century

metaphysical poets, was rediscovered with postmodernism. Some experimental poetry,
including found poems, can be challenging to a newcomer. I have analyzed the work
without benefit of the study aids, then reread the book with these insights. The germ of
the collection began with ten poems for an undergraduate Old English class at Glendon
College. The poet used the electronic Dictionary of Old English at the University of
Toronto and unpublished entries at the Robarts Library. The poet credits a fall 2009
Master of Fine Arts poetry workshop with Dionne Brand at Guelph-Humber for helping
with some early drafts.
This is a decidedly feminist poetry collection, with an Old English poem, elegy, riddle as
source and one of the few Anglo-Saxon poems written from the viewpoint of a woman,
"Wulf and Eadwacwer". "Spill" reminded me of a Jackson Pollock painting, although the
poet credits a Jackson Mac Low process with a lexicon from "Underneath the Bough" by
nineteenth-century lesbian collaborators. A second voice is derived from Wikipedia. The
resulting chorus appears dramatic. "The Midwife's Hands", a classically trained sonnet
(inverted) arises from instructions on fly fishing (classically male). The poet reveals it
upside down, a homolinguitsic translation, a "wreading" exercise. I learned more about
the series of procedures from Translating Translating Apollinaire: A Preliminary Report
by bpNichol, a word for word substitution, whether in print mail art form or webwise
alternative online. "Pearl" is a middle English poem from the late 14th century written in
alliterative verse. "A Grammar of Knots" began with a line from Afterworlds, by
Gwendolyn MacEwen and Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew, along with names
for pipe-fittings.
The postmodernist bible Monolingualism of the Other / or the Prosthesis of Origin offers:
“I have but one language—yet that language is not mine. ”The form of "slantorations"
and substance or style derived from Jacques Derrida speaks of this inalienable alienation
and the others' properties of language (feminism). Another source is "motion [is] that
which refuses to be annihilated" by Myung Mi Kim. She is a Korean American poet
noted for her postmodern writings. Kim and her family immigrated to the United States
when she was nine years old. Re: "wulf & eadwacer", the prototypes of Wulf and
Eadwacer are from an Old English poem of "famously difficult interpretation". It has
been variously characterised, (postmodernly) as an elegy, (historically) as a riddle, and
(in speculation on the poem's pre-history) as a song or ballad with refrain. "Wulf and
Eadwacer" is one of the most enigmatic Old English poems, since the story it alludes to is
not known to us. www.oldenglishaerobics.net
The poet focuses on "h(er)", "(s)he", throughout, thus "a slaughter-cruel husband" with
"and I / encompassed in her limbs". (p. 16) Actual Old English is embedded in the text of
this quasi-translation and etymology of Old Norse. "Hwelp", a whelp, pup, about child
murder, undigested books. The word "andswaru" is "answer" (p. 18) First, a mention of
the device of kenning. A kenning (Modern Icelandic pronunciation: [cʰɛnːiŋk]; derived
from Old Norse) is a type of circumlocution, in the form of a compound that employs
figurative language in place of a more concrete single-word noun. Kennings are strongly
associated with Old Norse and later Icelandic and Anglo-Saxon poetry.

Language is gravity, a charged exchange of lines (p. 23) and the interrogatory which ends
part "N". "V" is from Chus Pato Latin.
Giorgio Agamben, author of Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, is an Italian
philosopher best known for his work investigating the concepts of the state of exception,
form-of-life and homo sacer. The concept of bio-politics informs many of his writings.
Jean Paul Gustave Ricœur was a French philosopher best known for combining
phenomenological description with hermeneutics.
Judith Butler, author of Frames of War, is an American philosopher and gender theorist
whose work has influenced political philosophy, ethics and the fields of feminist, queer
and literary theory. Butler notes that feminists rejected the idea that biology is destiny,
but then developed an account of patriarchal culture which assumed that masculine and
feminine genders would inevitably be built, by culture, upon 'male' and 'female' bodies,
making the same destiny just as inescapable. That argument allows no room for choice,
difference or resistance.
Explore: Old English "The Wife's Lament", even more so than "Wulf and Eadwacer",
vividly conflates the theme of mourning over a departed or deceased leader of the people
(as may be found in "The Wanderer") with the theme of mourning over a departed or
deceased lover (as portrayed in "Wulf and Eadwacer"). Wikipedia Explore: "The Wife's
Lament", "The Wanderer".
In part V: "i don't know if i' m compatible or not with the forest", Chus Pato (via Erin
Mouré). Secession / Insecession is a homage to the acts of reading, writing and translating
poetry. In it, Chus Pato’s Galician bio-poetics of poet and nation, Secession—translated
by Erín Mouré—joins Mouré’s Canadian translational bio-poetics, Insecession.
To Pato, the poem is an insurrection against normalized language; to Mouré, translation
itself disrupts and reforms poetics and the possibility of the poem. In solidarity with Pato,
Mouré echoes Barthes: “A readerly text is something I cannot re-produce (today I cannot
write like Atwood); a writerly text is one I can read only if I utterly transform my reading
regime. I now recognize a third text alongside the readerly and the writerly: let's call it
the untranslatable.”
From: http://lemonhound.com/2014/09/05/lisa-robertson-theory-a-city/:
For the young feminist writers of 1980s Vancouver, where I then lived, the
Montréal women’s writing scene was mythic and galvanizing. Reading the
translated Québécoise texts emerging from The Women’s Press and Coach House
Books, and in journals such as Writing, Raddle Moon, Room of One’s Own and
Tessera, we relished the presence of a vigorous, complex, avant-garde feminist
context. We didn’t need to invent feminist writing entirely on our own — it was
already happening, and it was welcoming our desires, our political passions,
our experiments and our transformations. Brossard’s 1985 book of essays Aerial
Letter, translated into English in 1988, and Gail Scott’s Heroine (1987) and

Spaces Like Stairs (1989) forged a discourse that was as insistent on women’s
solidarity as it was on our ecstatic experience of language as embodiment. That
politics could be ecstatic, that feminism could make a world where the
particularity of our language, our friendships, our love, and our bodies could
continue to transform our relationships to the institutions of history and culture:
our early exposure to Québécoise feminism brought this wildness home to
us. Montréal’s was a desiring feminism in every sense of the phrase.
Petruchio is the male romantic lead in Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew. Petruchio
is a fortune seeker who enters into a marriage with a strong-willed young woman named
Kate and then proceeds to "tame" her temperamental spirit. Landscape turned sinister, the
wetlands (p. 35) becomes "a wetlands Ophelia" who suicides by drowning in Hamlet,
"get thee to a nunnery". Elizabeth Grosz is a professor at Duke University. She has
written on French philosophers, Jacques Lacan, Jacques Derrida, Michel Foucault, Luce
Irigaray and Gilles Deleuze

Knot Ends: "any given pull" can be drawn in different ways with knot diagrams. The
inflection of nouns is called declension. The individual declensions are called cases, of
which there are six: nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, ablative, and vocative.
Nominative Indicates the subject of a sentence. (The boy loves the book). Genitive
Indicates possession. (The boy loves the girl’s book). Dative Indicates indirect object.
(The boy gave the book to the girl). Accusative Indicates direct object. (The boy loves the
book). Ablative Answers the questions from where? by what means? how? from what
cause? in what manner? when? or where? The ablative is used to show separation (from),
instrumentality or means (by, with), accompaniment (with), or locality (at). It is often
used with a preposition: The boy went to the store with the girl. Vocative Used for direct
address. Locative is omitted from the collection but the other cases are indicated in order
with the first letter of each in bold font thus: "n v a g d a."
The Table of Contents becomes "Cases" but, instead of "nominative", it becomes
"nomanative with an emphasis on the "no-man-ative". The wordplay of "a hare
swallowing vowel (p. 31), of "wulf" and "wolf".Demography (prefix, Demo- from
Ancient Greek δῆμος dēmos, means "the people" and -graphy from γράφω graphō;
implies writing, description or measurement; is the statistical study of populations,
especially human beings. However, the poet coins "des-me-ography" (French "des" for
some).
The form will be "slantoratives" (slant). Another visual example is of basic or common
macramé knots. To make an argument from silence (Latin: argumentum ex silentio) is to
express a conclusion that is based on the absence of statements in historical documents.
The canto (Italian pronunciation: [ˈkanto]) is a principal form of division in a long poem.
The word canto is derived from Italian word for "song" or singing. See: "canto ex
silentio"

The field notes (nod to Robert Kroetsch Award for innovative poetry) should be falling
through an ecstasy of words but herein "of wools" (p. 28); a "second language corset"
alludes to the multiplicity of language, a Babel, if you will, of that which restricts us,
reinforcing our alienation. (p. 29) The title poem of Leonardo da Vinci's drawings but
here May West (angles) and Ariel (Shakespeare's character). We have a book, "buttons
ruinous" composition. (p. 31) Note the minimalism of "articulated by the same lines",
field language of "the field called" and "the people's field", á la Charles Olsen, poet. His
1950 manifesto “Projective Verse” — "marked a seminal modernist essay that champions
the primacy of speech and breath in poetic composition". See also: actual "on fields/on
fields / on fields" (p. 37)
In any case, apart from that, the ‘knotted space, a fold, folding’ is still the way I
think of a poem, and I still think that wherever we talk about structure (and we
must), we butt up against the issue of privilege, of who stands where in the social
order, and how this order enacts us as we enact it.—Erin Mouré, "The AntiAnaesthetic" Open Letter 2 (1995): 13- 24. cited in The Indignity of Speaking: the
Poetics of Representation, in Erin Mouré’s "Seebe", by Melissa Jacques
In knot theory, a topology, a knot is an embedding of a circle in 3-dimensional Euclidean
space. Knots can be mathematical or three-dimensional. "Any given knot" is mentioned
in the introduction and can be drawn in many different ways using a knot diagram.
Therefore, a fundamental problem in knot theory is determining when two descriptions
represent the same knot. Other instances in the collection are: "knot magic" and "Knot
Ends" (a pun) as sections, as well as poem title "a grammar of knots". The "knot has
slipped" (p. 30) Another visual example is of basic or common macramé knots (p. 32)
"under these knots" (p. 35)
Some "6 sketches of Wulf: echoes a portrait of Virginia Woolf and Portrait of the Artist)
Wulf as Konstantin Korovin. Thus, the fur parachute becomes a fur language. (40) I was
reminded of e.e.cummings who experimented with poetic form and language to create a
distinct personal style.
A poem is spare and precise, employing a few key words eccentrically placed on the
page. Some of these words were invented, often by combining two common words into a
new synthesis. He also revised
grammatical and linguistic rules to suit his own
purposes, using such words as "if," "am," and "because" as nouns, for example, or
assigning his own private meanings to words. (http://www.poetryfoundation.org/bio/e-ecummings).
"Portrait of Wulf" (journal of p) is translated as if in a journal of a snowshoe and arrives
home with Wulf, walks west; reaching for rye becomes "hyrd", "door", "parchment", also
a homonym for "herd" in juxtaposition or side by side transliterations. Part a separateness
"at once excluded and included, removed and at the same time captured" constitutes a
paradox. "prowl" is criss-crossed from Jean Paul Gustave Ricœur, who was a French
philosopher "best known for combining phenomenological description with
hermeneutics."

The journal of p (or mathematical p): in statistics, the p-value is a function of the
observed sample results (expressed as a test statistic) that is used for testing a statistical
hypothesis. Then the poem be-comes B's sketchbook, alphabetical or "?"
The baby boy name scead is pronounced S-EH-D †. Scead's language origin is Old
English. The meaning of Scead is 'one who provides shade'. sceap is sheep. Old English
sceadan, scadan "to divide, separate, part company; discriminate, decide; scatter
abroad, cast about," strong verb (past tense scead).
"wyrd" is obviously "word" (# 2684); compare wyrd # 82596, and "awendan" from
awendan, which has the primary Awendan, is quite similar in this regard to the Old
English terms for reading. The poet prefers "prevert", "subdue", with "Awwending", as
"subversion", "change". Other instances are "wyrd" # 36893, a lovechild, wyrd #5678,
"awendon", #83009
Philology is the study of language in written historical sources:
it is a combination of literary criticism, history, and linguistics. It is more
commonly defined as the study of literary texts and written records, the
establishment of their authenticity and their original form, and the determination
of their meaning. ("philologist disaster")
Big brother security camera is apparent (p. 53) or under erasure. (p. 51 and 55). Compare
"nanny cam" (p. 57) with the film of prison (where "bent poets / spilled proof". This
plays on scientific evidence and proofs of a final edit (p. 58) like Spill of the genitive
case, and / or the images are numbered. In language "insurgent" means citizen and
resistance is laughing! ("Eddie") and photocopied, so many times removed (p. 58) a
recipe.
Part g hwelp means "help support" spill invocation, underneath/illumined, associated with
gulf water, floating above sea level, at a water depth of, ultra-deep water (Ophelia) coast
to coast and subsurface. Michael Field, "Beloved" (poem) Littell's Living Age, Volume
168, edited by Eliakim Littell, Robert S. Littell. "Mortal, if thou art beloved, [Ere] Life's
offences are removed ; And the fateful things that ... Heaven itself is but the casket For
Love's treasure, ere he ask it, — Ere with ..
I was able to gleam from Plentitude Magazine the John Barton interview (See:
http://plenitudemagazine.ca/john-barton-on-style-sensibility-and-the-evolution-of-forthe-boy-with-the-eyes-of-the-virgin/)
Sweet Ellipsis was greatly influenced by a crash course in the writing of Erin
Mouré. I read all her books in quick succession when Arc edited “Who’s Afraid
of Erin Mouré,” a special issue on her work in 1994. Something about Erin’s
postmodernist methodology morphed my substantially more modernist vision.

The poet relies on texts and cross texts as an act of resistance, used for dishonourable
military discharges, geographical ant mutations, discrimination, scientific and societal
cruelty. This extends to languages other than English, with appropriate fonts, a glossary,
"renvoi d'ailleurs", and Acknowledgements.
Melissa Jacques has written: "Erin Mouré's poetry is fragmented, meta-critical and
explicitly deconstructive. Folding everyday events and ordinary people into complex and
often irresolvable philosophical dilemmas, Mouré challenges the standards of
accessibility and common sense. http://www.uwo. ca/english/canadianpoetry/
cpjrn/vol47/jacques.htm.

